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Germany tour of Sumitra 

May 2015       

Sumitra alongwith two other musicians was invited by an organisation, Alba KULTUR, Germany to tour in 13 cities in 

Germany. JVF facilitated the paperwork and coordination with the artists to ensure the smooth execution of the trip. 

The tour was successful and the trio was again presented at Jodhpur RIFF 2015.  

Visit to Binjasar Village, Chauhtan Tehsil, District Barmer 

August 10 - 11, 2015 

JVF team visited the Binjasar village of Barmer district to meet some of the 

unknown and unexplored artists of the region. This was the first visit to 

Binjasar and most of the artists there were not known to the Foundation. 

In early 2015, JVF came in contact with a 

teacher, Shaakar Khan Manganiyar, from 

the Binjasar village. That is when the work 

on this trip started. Shaakar Khan was asked 

to draw a list of some folk artists of the region especially the ones who are not 

known. By July 2015, a list of approx. 40-50 artists was shared with JVF and a trip was 

planned for the end of July. But due to heavy rainfall in Barmer, the trip was 

postponed and the team finally traveled in August. 

It was a successful trip. More than 150 persons including the patrons' of manganiyars had gathered for the get together. 

All the artist groups presented themselves. Out of these 20 groups were new groups whom JVF did not know about. 

These are groups that have a potential to grow and JVF would like to present them.  

Festival Interceltique Lorient, France 

August 12, 2015 

Festival Interceltique Lorient, France invited four Manganiyar dhol artists from Rajasthan to play with Shooglenifty 

during their Festival. Their show was scheduled for August 12, 2015. The show saw a full house and their performance 

was very well received and one of its kind.  

The collaboration of Shooglenifty with the dhol drummers of Rajasthan has been developed over a few years and has 

traveled to many festivals.  

Shekhawati Utsav – Momasar 

September 18 - 19, 2015 

This is the fifth year in continuity when JVF has organized the Regional 

festival in Momasar. The Momasar festival this year was conceptualised 

and executed over two days. Some new additions were made to the 

programming of the festival. A painting workshop was also organised 

which was run for 3 days before the festival. 



The first day of the Festival included the Baal Mela, organised specially for the 

children of the village. Approx. 3000 children attended the Baal Mela. 

The other programs on the first day, included a painting exhibition of the 

paintings from the workshop, a musical theatre called 'Meera Ro supno' from 

Jaipur, unveiling of the statue of Rabindranath Tagore made by Padamshree 

Arjun Prajapati and music in the farm in the night. 

On the second day of the festival, a special contest was organised for the 

village boys - 'Fastest bowler of the village'. The competition saw many young 

boys participate in the contest. 

The evening performances saw artists from all over Rajasthan presenting 

their art form. It was a colorful evening and well attended by an audience 

of 10,000 – 13,000 persons from nearby 25 villages and cities. 

Shekhawati Utsav – Momasar received very good coverage in media at 

local as well as state level. It was telecasted LIVE on Doordarshan.  

One of the achievements of the festival was that the Centre for Heritage 

Management, Ahmedabad, made it a part of its field immersion program 

for their students who are pursuing Masters in Heritage Management. 

The students stayed in the Momasar village for 7 days. They lived as guests in some of the houses of the village. As per 

the students and the faculty, the festival was a success and a great learning experience for them.  

SAARC Sufi Festival at Diggi Palace 

October 10 - 12, 2015 

On request of Shri Ram Pratapji Diggi, JVF had invited 2 groups of artists, 

Bhaguram Meghwal & Party and Jamuna & Mali Devi, to perform during 

the SAARC Sufi Festival which was organized in Diggi Palace. The JVF team 

including a few of our volunteers managed the complete movement of 

the artists. The total expenditure on this program was approx. Rs. 

69,000/-. An amount of Rs. 27,000/- was paid by Diggi Palace and the 

balance amount was paid by JVF. Johnda financially supported JVF to bear 

the cost of JVF involvement. JVF facilitated the full process. 

Jodhpur RIFF 

October 23 - 27, 2015 

Like every year, we successfully deliver Jodhpur RIFF. Approx. 325 folk artists were presented at Jodhpur RIFF this year. 

International artists included artists from Scotland, South africa, Germany, Spain, Finland, Israel, Australia, etc. For the 

very first time, two Grammy award winners - Wouter Kellerman and Yossi Fine, were presented at RIFF. 

The festival was very well accepted by the audience and left them asking for more. 

The total donor pass sales for RIFF were at approx. Rs. 38 Lakhs.  

 



Rhythm of Rajasthan presented for Data Security Council of India at Hotel Marriott 

October 28, 2015 

Data Security Council of India had contacted JVF to organize a cultural 

evening for their annual international summit in India. We suggested 

them a performance of Rhythm of Rajasthan. After viewing a video 

recording of their performance, the organisers agreed to do it. JVF 

organized the performance of Rhythm of Rajasthan in Hotel Marriott on 

28th October. The program was successful and the organisers were happy 

with it. 

Alwar visit to attend Parsi Theatre 'Maharaja Bhartari'  

November 3 - 4, 2015 

 

Shri Rajarshi Abhay Samaaj, Alwar is celebrating its centenary year. For 

this, they had organised a Parsi theatre 'Maharaja Bhartari'. The theatre 

was to run continuously for 17 nights. 

The Director of  Shri Rajarshi Abhay Samaaj, Alwar had specially come 

to Jaipur to invite the team of JVF. The team JVF team traveled to Alwar 

on 3rd November and attended the theatre for the full night of 3rd 

November.  

 

Bhanwari Devi at the opening ceremony of Resurgent Rajasthan 

November 19, 2015 

JVF was invited by the Rajasthan government to present Bhanwari Devi at the 

opening ceremony of Resurgent Rajasthan. The movement and presentation of 

Bhanwari Devi alongwith her other accompanists was all planned and executed 

by JVF team. The program was very successful. 

 

Algoza with male dancers at The Dastkar Bazaar, Jaipur 

December 12 – 13, 2015 

 

JVF was invited by The Dastkar Bazaar, Jaipur to present algoza with male 

dancers for a weekend performance at the bazaar. The artists performed on 

two days – 12th and 13th December 2015. The visitors to the bazaar really 

enjoyed the performance. 

 

 



Visit to Kotda Village, Udaipur for ‘Milan Mela’ 

February 23 – 24, 2016 

 

The 26th annual Milan mela of the tribal belt of Kotda was organized in Kotda Tehsil.  Astha Sansthan and Adivasi Vikas 

Manch, Kotda had collectively organize dthe mela and it was attended by 2500 tribals. 

Ginnie Srivastava from Astha Sansthan had requested Mr. John Singh to attend the Milan Mela. Since he was not able to 

go, he asked a team from JVF to visit the mela.  

Kalbeliya dance group of Rajasthan presented at Braj Kala Kendra, New Delhi 

March 12, 2016 

Braj kala Kendra, New Delhi, an organization committed for preservation and development of Art, Culture, Literature 

and heritage of Braj region of Rajasthan , invited JVF to present a dance group at their annual event. A well known 

Kalbeliya dance group of Rajasthan showcased their performance at the event. 

Bhanwari Devi presented as a part of the Rajasthan Day Celebrations 2016 (Rajasthan Utsav 2016) 

March 29, 2016 

 

Every year, in the month of March, Rajasthan celebrates Rajasthan 

Utsav. It is an initiative of the State Government of Rajasthan. JVF was 

invited by the Rajasthan government to present Bhanwari Devi at 

Albert Hall as a part of the Rajasthan Day celebrations. Her 

performance was scheduled for 29th March.  The movement and 

presentation of Bhanwari Devi alongwith her other accompanists was 

all planned and executed by JVF team. The program was very 

successful. 

Tamasha performance 

April 7, 2016 

 

For the past many years, JVF has been continuously supporting the  

annual performance of Tamasha at ambikeshwar Mahadev temple in 

Amer. Tamasha is more than 200years old performing tradition of Jaipur 

and is near to extinction.  

This year the traditional Tamasha performance of Raja Bharthari was 

organized on the day of Gangaur by Parampara Natya samiti. It was 

supported financially by JVF and was well attended by locals around the 

area. 

 

 

 

 



Other activities during the year  

 August 17, 2015 - Meeting with Shri Ashutosh Pednekar, CEO, 
Nagar Nigam Jaipur, D.G. Police Shri Anand Vardhan Shukla 
regarding heritage walk way and its development work. 

 September 2, 2015 - On request of CEO Nagar Nigam, Jaipur, JVF 
organised a heritage walk for CEO & their senior officials. 

 July 2, 2015 - A Rajasthani Mela was organised at Diggi Palace for 
a company in Pune called Authentica Leisure. They wanted to 
organise the mela for 100 students from three Universities of 
USA. The mela included different craft artisans & performing folk 
artistes from Rajasthan. The mela was successful and well 
appreciated by all. 

 November 9, 2016 - Attended a high level meeting at SMS Convention Centre called by CM in 
reference with the big event Resurgent Rajasthan. 

 JVF facilitated Bhanwri Devi and her accompanists' 
recording in Mumbai in coordination with 'Bureau of 
Investment Promotion, Jaipur, Rajasthan. 
 

 March 14, 2016 – On request of Shri Basant Khaitan, 
Trustee JVF, a performance of Langa and Manganiyar 
musicians was organized in Fatehpur, Shekhawati.   

 April 23, 2016 – Coordination and assistance in 
preparing a brochure for the Badrinathji temple (Doongri 
Badrinath), Sagar Road, Amer. Shri Satya Narayan Natha, 
patron of Shri Adigaur Brahmin (Moorti Kalakar) Sanstha, 

requested JVF to assist him in doing so. He wanted to create a brochure giving the history and 
authentic facts and figures about the temple.   
 

 

Constant updation of JVF youtube channel 

The JVF office is visited by many folk artists on a daily basis. In addition to artists visit to JVF office, the JVF team also 

does field trips to the villages and visits various programs and events We try to audio and video record as many of them 

as possible. These recordings are then edited in house and then uploaded on our youtube channel. A list of all the youtube 

videos along with their links is given below. 

Jumma Jogi - Koi Kya Jaane (Kabir Poetry) - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cv8XJljKcwk  

Manganiyars - Ramchandra Dashrat Ghar Avtaar Liyo - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sleUfzGKZQs  

Dade Khan - Sahib Kaisa Hai - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OcdZMFzx6AQ  

Manganiyars - Holi Aayi re Piya ji ke Desh - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Cbr-VTTFGSg  

Sarangi-Dholak Medley(Raag:Sub) - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0e5wVMDq1wo  

Sugni Devi - Nana Dewariya - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H0cCk6sqAw4  

Manganiyars - Jhirmir Barse Meh - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b8pPvXkCY98  

Manganiyars - Pujan Do Gangaur - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B4siQqJM_Uk  

Karim Khan Langa - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u2Ul-ReQaLU  

Safi Khan Dhadhi - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2FRqh08Rask  

Nemi Bhagat Jat - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f4IIYTiM5Co  

Padmaram Meghwal Song 1 - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Gk2Uy_udedQ  
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Padmaram Meghwal Song 2 - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9-mUb_KL1QM  

Nehru & Anwar Song 2 NCPA - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rc0PwRQqF7k  

Nehru & Saki 2 NCPA - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=taIoCHW7ZA0  

Nehru & Saki NCPA - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Dt3tjhQmOEo  

Nehru Khan NCPA - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W-dmsh01420  

Sugani 1 NCPA - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=skmWSiHsxxo  

Padmaram 2 NCPA - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OF2q91O0fAk  

Padmaram 1 NCPA - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MFU8dbnwYtY  

Narayanaram Meghwal (Left) & Ridmalram Meghwal (Right) NCPA 2009 - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E0hIuGDY8kg  

Vijay Verma Introduction - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ti3zwhlXYLY  

Dungal Poetry Sung 1 - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JYGgHewQixY  

Classical Lifting Folk Maand 1 - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gg0ESfr00X8  

Dingal Poetry 10 NEW - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TNEsAoR11nk  

Vijay Verma Finale - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UydE99XKVTY  

VIjay Verma - Folk Maand 1 - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MsFeOW_qjUY  

Vijay Verma - Khamaicha - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qebM6DxCRRI  

Vijay Verma - More Dingale to Song - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5m0EsO8LJ2A  

Vijay Verma - Rustic Jangda - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JjmNfuaHbuI  

Kadar Khan Langa - Song 8 - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2vbGSCfa9tk  

Panihari - Kadar Khan Langa - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Zz8cgSL-CFY  

Instrumental Folk Song on Sarangi - Kadar Khan Langa - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ft3ew80vS_Q  

Kadar Khan Langa - Song 7 - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ITMCuMqK33E  

Kadar Khan Langa - Song 6 - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0eS6arnXvhk  

Kadar Khan Langa - Song 5 - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MEp4Fhas3vk  

Kadar Khan Langa - Song 4 - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X2Xv6w2OTAE  

Kadar Khan Langa - Song 3 - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XBbzpciKj9U  

Kadar Khan Langa - Song 2 - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3ZhnogLjJTQ  

Kadar Khan Langa - Song 1 - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yEj0NwqzG8E  

Ganehs Mahawar - Classic Bollywood Song - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z-C7RrYA9JU  

Ganesh Mahawar - Gorband - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f1eGO1gxQyg  

Keshav Gaur (Shri Gaur Vipra Lokgeet Mandal) with Subtitles - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2F8o9iseFLE  

Ganesh Vandana by Kailash Gaur (Shri Gaur Vipra Lokgeet Mandal) with Subtitles - 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eYkmjnpBcvQ  

Chatarkotla - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oGUH9Dq6nkY  

Shekhawati Utsav, Momasar 2014 Full Movie - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LidKN73sLjA  

Bhanwari Devi at Badal Mahal 2015 - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tXL_6L2cDiQ  

Nathu Ji at Shekhawati Utsav Momasar 2014 - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TXssU0ZGvTQ  

Aseen Langa - Song 1 - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ACgggS2FLsc  

Aseen Langa - Song 2 - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jzCS24yOZRo  

Binjasar Song 1 - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MY-STmO6vqQ  

Binjasar Song 2 - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bUFxbcTHzIE  

Binjasar Song 3 - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yxLVQScqkQM  
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Binjasar Song 4 - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fKnE1vofB0E  

Binjasar Song 5 - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HUSvyeb9Hg4  

Binjasar Song 6 - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EpZl_PN20Yo  

Binjasar Song 7 - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AH_-YFeK-8M  

Binjasar Song 8 - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rEZPURSUOAQ  

Binjasar Song 9 - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_9YKh9H-Vgs  

Binjasar Song 10 - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kBXKlkEqy_A  

Binjasar Song 11 - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KV9o0hC7Z6o  

Bhaguram Meghwal - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bkLNSKRaa84  

Binjasar Song 13 - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LQb3oAQIFV0  

Binjasar Song 14 - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1tzjR_Ic4W0  

Binjasar Song 15 - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lJ9SmNXMbAA  

Binjasar Song 16 - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JpwlTIPLF0k  

Nanaram Meghwal & Party - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e4hROsV3jJo  

Binjasar Song 18 - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3ZisrKJ3tMw  

Bhanwari Devi at Badal Mahal 2015 - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xJsU58mMLdA  

Binjasar Song 19 - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=70T1UddCaPU  

Momasar Promo 2014 - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qp1ZKuDdHyA  

Derun Nritya - Dungar Ji Bhagath - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UjxMVaaKzVA  

Manganiyar Artists in Thiruvaiyaru, Tamil Nadu - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Lml55osL6g8  

Badal Mahal Week 4 Short Movie - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fcM9V6Cf-Ag  

Manganiyar Children - Hamira - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Kv4uC37qTsY 
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